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ABSTRACT

A review is given of a recently suggested axially symmetric,

quasi-steady, closed, high-beta confinement system. A toroidal

pinch of non-circular cross section is supposed to be immersed

in the strong, inhomogeneous poloidal vacuum field from a set of

ring-shaped conductors, all carrying currents in the opposite

direction of the plasma current. Preliminary experiments are reported.

This "EXTRAP" concept is expected to have some important

advantages, as compared to magnetic bottles based on a main xoroidal

field co.'cnent. Concerning plasma equilibrium, there are closed

local a j average guiding centre orbits,beta values of order unity

should .erne available, there is no magnetic surface splitting

limit, < viotron radiation should be kept at an acceptably low

level, •'rv. bootstrap operation may become possible. Concerning

plasme ' ability, the system should not become sensitive to magnetic

islani .*?rmation and asynmetries, and the short magnetic connection

lengt . as well as the strong vacuum field gradients should favour

stabil.nation of flute-type, kink, and other magnetohydrodynamic

modes. Concerning reactor technology, high power densities are

expect. 1 to be reached, superconducting coils should not become

necess;ry, the coil stresses are moderate, and repair and replacement

are facilitated by the coil geometry.

Before a final judgement can be made on this concept, however,

extensive experiments and further theoretical analysis are needed.



1. Introduction

With the present situation of magnetic confinement as back-

ground, a new concept, "EXTRAP", has recently been developed. It

can be characterized as a closed high-beta system in which a

purely poloidal field is generated by the parallel currents in a

set of ring-shaped external conductors, as well as by the anti-

parallel current in a toroidal pinch of non-circular cross-section.

The vacuum field of the system is both strong and inhomogeneous.

This report gives the general motives for research on the EXTRAP

concept and summarizes its state of development.

During last years considerable progress has been made in

research on magnetic confinement, in particular with large and

intermediate size tokamak devices. Among the latest results

those obtained with the T-10 device at the Kurchatov Institute

should be mentioned, where ion and electron temperatures in the
19 -3

keV range, average ion densities of 6x10 m , and energy

confinement times of about 60 ms have been recorded p.«] . The

Alcator group at M.I.T. has further reported on temperatures of
20 -3

the same order of magnitude, at central densities 6x10 m

and confinement times of 20 ms

Nevertheless there still remain important problems to be

tackled before the fusion reactor can be realized by the tokamak

concept. Thus, in present experiments only beta values of the

order of one percent have been reached. There is no fina]

explanation of the energy balance under normal operation where

the losses become larger than those predicted by neoclassical

theory, and microinstabilities may possibly explain the plasma

behaviour. Under certain conditions violent disruptions further

destroy the equilibrium and confinement, thereby releasing

magnetic energy. In a way this behaviour illustrates the vulnera-

bility of the tokamak concept, as being due to a relatively weak

poloidal field and a corresponding sensitivity of the magnetic

surfaces even to small disturbances. There is also a magnetic

surface splitting limit at poloidal beta values of the order

of the ratio between the major and minor radii, putting an

extra bound on the pcloidal field strength [Y] . Finally, the ion

densities so far obtained by means of pulsed gas valves are still

not high enough for the plasma to reach the fully developed



impermeable state of a full-scale re^cror, where rhe fully ioni;;o;i

plasma body should become sepaiatec from the wall regions by n

well-defined partially ionized boundary layer LU>Q-

In future development oi fu':.l-̂ ra le reactors, much higher-

beta values have +c become available Thar; those so far reached

in tokamaks and stellararors. This requirement is important

especially with respect to magnet losses, me*" han:' cal stresses,

cyclotron radiation losses, and reactor economy. However, attempts

to increase the beta valu? in tokamaks may get into conflict with

ballooning and other instabilities. The disruptions which become

especially dangerous to the operation of a full-scale system

have to be avoided, but their driving forces will increase with

the beta value. Ths suggested methods of external control of the

disruptions through the temperature and current profiles will

also become influenced by alpha particle heating and plasma-neutral

gas interaction. In addition, steady-state operation by "bootstrap"

mechanisms has not yet been realized, and repair and replacement is

a difficult problem in tokamak coil geometry.

With all respect for the important results obtained with

tokamaks at this stage, the iust described difficulties raise

serious doubts about tokamaks as a final solution of the fusion

reactor problem. With this situation in mind, as well as the fact

that a considerable fraction of the world's budget for fusicn

research has been and will be spent on tokamaks, it should now

become urgent to devote a sufficiently large part of available

resources to research on other alternatives, as well as en new

and modified ideas.

One alternative is represented by the class of confinement

schemes with a main polcn'dal magnetic field, being generated to ,1

substantial part by currents in solid conductors. At least in

principle such schemes should make high beta values available.

Among the specific configurations which have been proposed, the

internal conductor systems of Spherator type should be mentioned

here, for which magnetic support shielding becomes a central

problem 1J5,7,£1, The questions about the potentialities of these

systems as fusion reactors have not yet been settled, but there

are indications that, by correct choice of parameters and data,

the plasma physical as well as the reactor technological problems

could have chances of being mastered fs,"!.



The EXTRAP concept [_io3 hc.s resemblance to the Spherator,

but is only based on external conductors. Part of the difficulties

of the internal conductor concept have therefore been removed,

whereas the advantages still appear to become preserved. The

following sections of this paper do not claim to give a definite

answer to the relevance and usefulness of the EXTRAP concept,

but should merely serve as a summary of the present state of

research, in terms of an incomplete theory and preliminary

experimental results.



2. General Description of Extrap Concept

In an internal conductor system such as the Spherator, a

closed nagnetic bottle is generated by the current in an internal

ring conductor, in combination with that produced by the anti-

parallel currents flowing in a set of rings being external tc the

confinement region. The problems w>th the mechanical suspensions

of an internal solid conductor and their shielding fro-.i the

confined plasma can be removed by substituting the internal ring

with a corresponding plasma current. In this way an EXTRAP

(external ring traj>) system is formed which can be developed such

as outlined in Fig.l with two exter-al coil pairs. Here the currents

J- and J in the inner and cuter pairs, as well as the plasma

current density j. an(3 its spatial distribution, are parameters

which determine the geometry of the poloidal field B and the

confinement region. A toroidal magnetic field B.. can in principle

be superimposed, but this possibility will not be considered in

detail here. The vessel walls are shaped such as to allow for a

large variety of non-circular plasma cross sections.

It should be stressed that the configuration in Fig.l only

serves as one illustration of a rather flexible EXTRAP concept.

Thus, with preservation of the main features of this concept, also

other coil numbers, coil spacings, and "aspect ratios" of the

coil and chamber radii become possible and should be investigated

in the future.

As far as can be judged from present knowledge, we shall in

this section outline the general properties and advantages of this

confinement system (see also References QO,llj), More detailed

descriptions are given in later parts of this paper.

2,1. Expected Equilibrium Properties

According to orbit theory, the present system should form a

closed magnetic bottle with closed surfaces of both the local and

average guiding centre drifts. Thus, the complicated orbits in

helical fields with a rotational transform are avoided, as well as

the need for compensation of the guiding centre drifts across the

magnetic surfaces and for elimination of corresponding space

charges and pressure gradients by plasma currents and streams over



large distances along the magnetic field lines.

From the macroscopic point of view, a large class of

high-beta plasma equilibria should become possible, where there

is a balance between the plasma pressure gradient and the forces

due to the plasma and external conductor currents. In particular,

the loop force of the ring-shaped plasma body can among other

things be balanced by an integrated force due to the plasma

current system and the vacuum field from the external coils. The

detailed balance is a complicated problem but it appears at this

stage that such a balance exists at high beta values in absence

of a toroidal field (i.e. the "safety factor"q=0), without the

magnetic surface splitting limit which prevails in tokamaks and

stellarators, and with chances of bootstrap operation,

2.2. Expected Stability Properties

Some general features of the present system are at least

expected to favour macroscopic stability. Firstly, a considerable

part of the magnetic field consists of a fixed vacuum component

being "anchored" to solid conducts. Secondly, the strong poloidal

field prevents the formation of magnetic islands by small distur-

bances. The plasma losses are therefore expected to become less

sensitive to perturbations than in systems with a main toroidal

field. Thirdly, the magnetic connection lengths are short.

Fourthly, cross sections of non-circular shape can be chosen

such as to optimize stability, e.g. by placing the plasma boundary

as close as possible to the external conductors.

Both on laboratory scale and at full reactor dimensions of

the present system, plasmas being impermeable to neutral gas

should be of main interest. This implies that the conventional

picture of a fully ionized plasma body bounded by a vacuum region

or a limiter becomes irrelevant, and should be replaced by that

of a fully ionized internal region surrounded by a thin partially

ionized boundary layer [4,5,12],

In the latter t nere are strong "boundary layer stabilization"

effects due to the joint action of ion-ion and neutral gas



viscosity, finite resistivity, and a finite pressure gradient

|T&J. When these effects lead to efficient stabilization, the

boundary conditions of instability modes in the fully ionized

hot plasma core thus have to be modified. They are changed from

the conditions of a vacuum interface and limiter with small

local plasma pressure p and characteristic length p/j^pj

to those of finite and rather large values of p and p/l^p! a t

an inner interface separating the boundary layer from the core.

In the fully ionized internal region, there are certain

stabilization mechanisms of special importance. Here ''magnetic

gradient stabilization" due to the strong inhomogeneous vacuum

field produced by the external coils has a strong suppressing

effect on long-wave kinks, as well as en flute-type interchange

modes [10,12-16] . Concerning the kink modes, the EXTRAP concept

thus includes a special feature, i.e. stabilization by a transverse

strongly inhomogeneous vacuum field, instead of stabilization by

the longitudinal nearly homogeneous vacuum field in tokamaks.

Further, the suppression of flute modes by the present field

structure should become pronounced when the boundary of the fully

ionized region is located in the neighbourhood of a magnetic

separatrix, as indicated in Fig.l JJLSJ . In addition, finite

Larmor radius effects provide a stabilizing mechanism having its

highest efficiency at small wave lengths [12J. Alternatively,

short-wave kinks may possibly become damped also by a small

superimposed toroidal field B , but this question is uncertain

at the present stage.

2.3. Expected Reactor Technological Properties

If the descriptions of the plasma physical features given in

previous Sections 2.1 and 2.2 hold true, the high available beta

values should make EXTRAP systems especially attractive from the

reactor technological point of view. Thus, high power densities

and comparatively small dimensions may become available, also

with the external coils being placed at a sufficiently small

distance from the plasma. Further, the coils do not have to become

superconducting, and may possibly be included in the heat cycle.

Finally, replacement and repair should become relatively simple

with the present external coil geometry.



3. Theoretical Background

We now turn to a summary of the theoretical studies made so

far on the equilibrium and stability problems.

3.1. Equilibrium

A purely poloidal field B = curl (0,A~,0) is considered with

$=$(r,z)=rA as the corresponding flux function in the cylindrical

coordinates r<pz of Fig.l. The collisionless basic equations of

azisymmetric equilibrium reduce to Ql7,ll]

Jrr

where SI units ar« used, p=p(ijj) is the scalar pressure being

constant on the surfaces $=ccnst., and j is the current density.

There are a manifold of possible equilibrium solutions which

satisfy eq. (1), depending on the boundary conditions and the

ways in which the plasma density and temperature distributions

have been "seeded" into the spacings between the nested surfaces

i|i=$(r,z) defining the magnetic field lines. In particular, it

has been shown that there exist at leasx a number of special

equilibrium solutions for certain defined relationships p=p(ij»),

being applicable to geometries of the EXTRAP type [ll].

Due to the high flexibility in the choice of p=p(<»), and to

the fact that the present system is of high-beta and free-boundary

type where the magnetic field geometry depends on p, it is not

a straightforward task to define a systematic numerical study of

the class of possible equilibrium solutions. So far only the

corresponding long cylinder case has been studied, with a plasma

pinch situated in the spacing between four straight conductors

[!£]• These studies have resulted in self-ccnsistent solutions

with non-circular plasma cross sections being similar to that

outlined in Fig.l.



Both the radial expansion "loop" force and the forces associa-

ted with vertical shifts of the ring-shaped plasma body are in fact-

included in tne solutions of eq. (1). In a detailed analysis cf

the balance of this force, however, the high-beta EXTRAP case

becomes »ore complicated than the low-beta tokamak case. In the

latter the compensation of the loop force from a simple

ring-shaped conductor placed in a nearly homogeneous axial field

becomes straightforward- In the former the restoring force, and

its variation with radial and axial displacements of a non-circular

plasma column of finite size, become complicated functions of the

spatial distributions of plasma current and vacuum field (compare

References |_ll,l%J).In any case, it is easily seen that a net

restoring force, being oppositely directed to the loop force, can

be produced by the integrated effects of these distributions [ll].

Since the loop force results from the differential toroidal effect

of a much larger pinch force, the loop force becomes a function

of the plasma current distribution, and cannot be described

accurately in EXTRAP by a simple thin ring conductor model of

circular ci-oss-section with constant current density.

Finally, in the present poloidal field geometry, it should

at least in principle become possible to satisfy the conditions

of a bootstrap mechanism, by injecting matter or having matter

fed into the plasma from wall-near neutral gas regions, and by

balancing the heat losses with a thermonuclear reaction rate.

3.2, Stability

Not only the magnetic field geometry but also the plasma

distributions and boundary conditions determire the stability

of a confinement system. Here some special stabilizing mechanisms

will be described, being applicable to the present approach.

3.2.1.

At ion densities far inside the impermeable range, a

magnetically confined, fully ionizod, hot, quasi-stationary plasnui

will be separated from surrounding vessel walls anc wall-near

neutral gas layers by a partially .ionized boundary Jayer. The
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latter has a thickness of the order of a centimeter under

laboratory conditions [VJ. An important part of the total

plasma pressure drop, froat the centre of the confinement region

out to the walls, is balanced by the diamagnetic currents in

this layer. The average plasma and neutral gas densities in the

layer are relatively high, and the ion and electron temperatures

low, i.e. not exceeding some 3x10 K. A "compound" plasma-neutral

gas viscosity due to ion-ion, ion-neutral and neutral-neutral

collisions becomes an important feature, as well as a finite

resistivity and pressure £5}. Consequently, when considering the

over-all stability of the plasma body, the boundary layer region

has to be treated separately, because its properties are quite

different from those of the hot plasma core.

In the particular case of flute-type interchange modes, the

low electron temperature and the finite pressure gradient of the

boundary layer may render minimum-average-B stabilization

inefficient, especially at long magnetic connection lengths.

However, the special layer properties just mentioned provide

another mechanism, in the form of "boundary layer stabilization".

For flute-type modes, which ran be considered as the most

unfavourable extreme of a ballooning mode, this can be illustrated

by the stability condition of low-frequency modes [Y]

it •? 2 ? 2
MVR/F = 2YL..V -k v r.-/k w .-» ''.' >- 1 ; k = 1: + k (?)

rs f.i f.i: p t o x x y

obtained from elementary localized analysis of normal modes in the

form exp fid»» t • k x + k y)] . Here Y is a constant equal to the

ratio between the specific heats in the case of adi abatic ch^npos

of state, the magnetic field B h«.-> the radius h^ of curvature

and is directed alcr.g z in ;> ]ocal fr •*?;<• xyz, the ur.pr-rturbe'1

pressure has a gradient ?n the y direction with the characteristic

length 1/k , u> . and «s are the !,armor frequencies of ior.R

and electrons, v - is the elect, ron-ion collision frequency, and

v ff is an effective frequency due to plasma-neutral gaserr ^ >
interaction. We define 6 = tn n C k' /v mn<» where n,m and n

n »
m
r

are the densities and masses of i ens find neutrals, v is the

r*] collision f'rrqi.:er,'-y, an-: C the 'ouri'i velocity i r, t -i'.
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neutral gas. Then 8 << 1 and 6 >> 1 become cases of strong and

weak neutral gas coupling, respectively [_20j , corresponding to
2

v « = vk and v
eff

 = v
r where v is an equivalent dynamic

viscosity [Vj . According to Ohlsson fjl] the condition 0 >> 1

should be satisfied for low-frequency modes at relevant neutral

gas temperatures. The physical explanation of condition (2)

is that the undisturbed growth rate of the instability, being

represented by /T, is reduced by the compound viscosity represen-

ted by V, thus putting a brake on the E/B fluid motion. When

this brake becomes large enough, the diffusion due to finite resis-

tivity and pressure, being represented by R, is able to smooth out

the flute perturbations, and the plasma becomes stabilized. The

result (2) was originally deduced for a model with an equivalent

gravitation force representing the pressure forces and the radius

of curvature of the magnetic field. An analogous condition can be

obtained in a real pressure-driven case, being identical to that

treated in thf next Section 3.2.2.

With data corresponding to laboratory conditions, expression

(2) will be satisfied within a wide range of parameter values of

impermeable plasmas. Even in the unstable case, the viscosity v

strongly reduces the growth rate.

Recently the stability analysis of perturbations in the

boundary layer has been extended to include drift waves. The

results indicate that plasma-neutral gas interaction and ion-ion

collisions have stabilizing effects also in this case [J22]j .

3.2.2. Magnetic_Gradient^Stabilization^of^Flute;Tjjge_Mgdes

A fully ionized plasma body is not necessarily unstable when

being confined in a magnetic field the strength of which increases

in directions of increasing pressure, and where the centre of

curvature cf the field lines is situated in the high-pressure

region. A simple illustration of this statement is given by a

collieionless plasma confined in the field B=£o,B(r),oTj from a

straight conductor extended along z in a cylindrical frame

r<^z. Localized normal mode analysis of disturbances having the

form exp [i(«t+k r + k z)] yields the stability condition [jL4,12]

~""*i 2
-Pf/p ^ -2Y<B'/B> { 1 + (Y/U)|I • ~Y~(£gr " 1)| a?Ut

2 + k2t)}
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where p(r) is the unperturbed pressure, a prime denotes

derivation with respect to r,/y As t n e ratio between the specific

heats, and a- is the ion Larmor radius. Within the limits of

application of condition (3) is seen that the plasma becomes

stable for all k ;k when the pressure p(r) decreases more

slowly with increasing r than B Y « r~ (̂=r"~ for Y = b/3).

In addition, a strong reinforcement due cc finite Larmor radius

stabilization arises at large wave numbers.

The stability condition -p'/p^-2>B'/B in the limit a.=0 of

expression (3) can be considered as the result of a "maximum-B"

stabilization mechanism, being more pronounced the larger

-2YB'/B becomes as compared to -p'/p. Forms being equivalent to

condition (3) have earlier been derived, both in terms of the

energy principle Q?3] and of plasma dynamics Q-̂ J • The physical

explanation of this result is as follows. To preserve the total

magnetic flux during flute-type perturbations in the inhomogenecus

field B(r), a fluid element of smaller volume 6V. being closer

to the axis r=0 has to be interchanged wi+h an element of larger

volume SVj being more remote from the axis. There is compression

work needed to move plasma of initial pressure p~ from the

larger volume 5V_ into the smaller volume 6V,, and there is

expansion work released by moving plasma of initial pressure p,

from the smaller volume 5 V, into the larger volume 6V2' In

this case W2 > 6V1, 6V <* _£dH/B « r2, and 6p « (5V)"Y « r"2y « B 2 Y

for adiabatic changes of state. It is thus seen that the compression

work becomes larger than that of the expansion, provided that the

unperturbed pressure distribution p(r) is "flat" enough, as

expressed by the derived stability condition. The same conclusion

can be drawn from the detailed dynamics of the flute-type dis-

turbances which are driven by an electric field perturbation E,

originating from charge separation due to the differential drifts

of the surfaces of constant ion and electron density, n.=const.

and n =const., in the z direction. On account of the magnetic

field inhomogeneity, the corresponding guiding centre drift

ur = ExB/B becomes compressible, i.e. d?Lvur f 0. As a con-

sequence, the surfaces n.. - const., r^ = const, do not move
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at the velocity u- but even have a reversed drift when

-p'/p < -2YB'/B, i.e. the polarity of the charge separation

becomes reversed as compared to that of a simple Rayleigh-Taylor

instability, and the system is stabilized Q.tTj.

Condition (3) suggests that the present stabilizing effect

becomes enhanced in systems with larger average magnetic gradients

than those of the straight conductor case. In fact, it has also

been shown by Hellsten !_15J that configurations with a magnetic

separatrix such as EXTRAP and the Spherator can be made flute

stable even in presence of considerable pressure gradients. This

result is obtained from the stability criterion

^ (puY)

where ux = idfc/B, and v is a coordinate specifying the volume

enclosed by the magnetic surfaces.In systems with a magnetic

separatrix there is a large variation of u across the plasma

body, leading to strong "maxirnum-average-B" stabilization. Also

when taking the constraint of limited beta values in the regions

close to the zero points of the separatrix into account, flute

stability can thus be secured for ratios between the plasma

centre and boundary pressures of the order of 100. With inclusion

of finite Larntor radius effects, stability is expected to become

further improved.

3.2.3. Mjignetic^Gr^dien^Stabilizat ionof Kink

In magnetohydrodynamic theory on collisionless plasmas, the

zero order approximation of the magnetic induction law can be

written in the form

Bdivv = (vV)B (5)



where y_ is the plasma fluid velocity. In strongly inhomogeneous

poloidal magnetic vacuum fields B such as in EXTRAP, the

right hand member of eq. (5) contains a large contribution

which has no counterpart in the weakly homogeneous(v^)B

vacuum field of devices with a main toroidal component. Conse-

quently, the strongly inhomogeneous transverse vacuum field of

EXTRAP is expected to have stronger stabilizing effects on

long-wave kinks than the toroidal vacuum field in tokamaks [io\•

A theoretical analysis on a simplified model also supports

this statement. Thus, studies have been made on a perfectly

conducting flexible cylinder, having a rigid circular

cross-section and being placed in the field of four straight

conductors with currents being antiparallel to that flowing along

the cylinder {JL3] . To simulate the presence of a toroidal tokamak

field, also an axial magnetic field component has been included

in this model. The results show that the- magnetic vacuum field

due to the external conductors has a strong stabilizing effect

on kink disturbances, at fixed conductor positions and increasing

conductor currents, as well as at fixed such currents when the

conductors approach the cylinder. Further, the transverse vacuum

field extends the stability domain far beyond the corresponding

Kruskal-Shafranov limit of an equivalent tokamak case.

Kink stabilization in toroidal EXTRAP geometry requires

further analysis, also including stabilization of short-wave .

disturbances by finite Larmor radius effects, and possibly by

an imposed toroidal magnetic field B .

I
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3. 2 .4 . §tabilization_of _Magnetohydrodynaniic_DiPturbances

in_PoloIdal_Magnetic_Fields

Magnetohydrodynamic stability can be secured for plasmas

confined in purely poloidal fields, without minimum-average-B

properties and where there is no shear. In particular, the

pressure gradient of a stable state becomes limited by interchange

modes in a way depending on the field geometry and not on the

beta value, whereas the plasma current density is limited by

kink modes depending on beta [l6j . Further, due to the toroidal

curvature of configurations such as EXTRAP, there is a coupling

between flute-type and internal kink modes. A recent analysis

of this situation in terms of the energy principle shows that

there are considerable domains in parameter space where stability

can be achieved for exponentially growing magnetohydrodynamic

disturbances in general [j-6_[ .
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1. Preliminary Experiments

Experiments have recently started with a device EXTRAP I

having the average radii r.=0.19 m and r =0.31 m of the inner

and outer external coil pairs, and the vertical distance

2z =0.12 m between the centra of the coils in each pair ;24-26j .

The diamond-shaped discharge chamber" is made of ceramics. In a

first series of investigations the device has been run as a

sector experiment between two electrodes inserted into a toroidal

section covering an angle of about 160 degrees of the total

perimeter. Discharges have been generated in hydrogen at filling
21 -3gas densities of about 10 m , pulsed pinch currents up to

J =80 kA, and total antiparallel external steady conductor currents

up to J . s 2J. + 2J =400 kA(compare Fig.l). At maximum con-

ductor currents, the vacuum field has a strongest value of about

0.2 tesla in the discharge chamber. Ringing plasma discharges

have been used so far, at oscillation periods of about 50 micro-

seconds. High-speed photography, as well as current and voltage

measurements have been used as diagnostic tools. The preliminaiy

results obtained so far can be summarized as follows (2 5,26~|:

(i) When there is no applied external field, i.e. J.-J =0,

the discharge becomes quite irregular, the light appears to

be emitted from a large fraction of the volume defined by

the discharge chamber, and a Rogowski coil recording of

dJ /dt reveals large high-frequency current fluctuations

having a time scale of the order of a microsecond (Fig.?).

(ii) With a continuous increase of the external conductor current?;
UP to Jmtot = 40'i kA, the discharge gradually becomes regular,

during periods of antiparallel plasma and conductor currents

(Figs. 3,'i). At these periods, and with an increased vacuum

field, the optical recording:; rev«a] a transition from H

more or less pronounced turbulent state into a regular

helical-like structure, which further develops into a sharp

and well-defined plasma boundary when J.=J reaches its
X. O

maximum value. At the same time the Rogowski recordings of

dJ /dt show a decrease in the fluctuation level by more

than a factor of 10 (Fig.S).



(iii)During periods of strong antiparallel plasma and conductor

currents, a stable plasma equilibrium thus appears to be

established. Here a ring-shaped plasma column being about

? cm in average diameter is kept in equilibrium in the

mid-plane of Fig.l, at a radial position being displaced

from the centre of the discharge chamber towards the inner

coil pair, as expected from qualitative considerations of

the loop force balance.

(iv) During periods of reversal to parallel plasma and conductor

currents, the column moves rapidly outwards in the radial

direction and becomes irregular, somewhat like the situation

just described under (i).

(v) According to preliminary estimations of the case with

antiparallel strong plasma and conductor currents, a fully
21 ~3ionized plasma of ion density 10 m and a temperature

being substantially higher than 10 K have been obtained in

these experiments.
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5. Plans for Further Research

Further research on the present concept Ls planned to

proceed in successive steps, as outlined in the following

sections.

5.1. Sector Experiments with EXTRA? I Device

The main purpose of the sector experiments in to study

plasma equilibrium and stability under simple and controllable

conditions of varying plasma and conductor currents, and without

the complications of induced currents in full toroidal geometry.

These experiments should be continued with an improved arrangement

in which a toroidal section covering about 355 degrees of the

circumference is used, where all stray inductances have been mini-

mired, and where the pulse length of unidirectional plasma

current is being prolonged H?5] . Further, diagnostics has to

be largely extended, by including magnetic and electric probe

measurements for studies of the magnetic field structure as well

as the plasma boundary shape and position at stable and unstable

conditions, laser intcrferometry and light scattering diagnostics

for ion density and temperature measurements, spectroscopy for

impurity and temperature determinations, and possibly brems-

strahlung measurements for estimates of the average temperature.

5.2. Full Toroidal Experiments with EXTRAP I Device

When main information on plasma behaviour and parameter data

has been obtained from the sector experiments, studies should be

made on the confinement in full toroidal geometry. The problems

of start-up and of the main discharge phase are more complicated

than in ä sector experiment. On the other hand, much can be

gained with respect to achievable temperatures and the degree

of symmetry by taking this step. The following possibilities of

operation should be mentioned:

(i) Concerning start-up, ionization and pre-heating of an

impermeable plasma can in principle be provided by the

rotating plasma technique. Witn this method, the zero

points of the octupole vacuum field should preferably be

removed from the chamber volume. This can be done by letting

the outer coil pair of Fig.l produce the dominating field

in the chamber during start-up, thus providing a uni-

directional rotating plasrra mode driven by means of electrode

rings which are placed close to the chamber walls (~27J .
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Other types of discharges between electrodes, placed

outside of the intended confinement region, may also be used-

Alternatively, start-up may be provided by a strong

toroidal electric field induced by rapidly rising currents

in the external conductors, or by other means. Such a

method could be oomrined with the choice of low poloidal

vacuum field strengths during the earlier phase of start-up,

or possibly with localisation of a zero point of the vacuum

field inside the intended confinement region \jzl • By thess:

measures also the problem of closing the magnetic field

lines has to be taken into account, posr.ibly by modification •

of the aspect ratio and other geometrical properties of

the system.

(ii) Concerning the main discharge phase of fully developed

confinement and closed bottle geometry, the field from

the plasma currents arA the external coils should be made

to approach the qû tsi-s'.eac'y state of the desired confi-

guration. Ever, during trie beginning of this phase, the

plasma is expected to have a rather high •"emperature.

Strong toroidal eleoi.rio fields are still needed for sus-

taining the plasma and f.tr current pattern. Additional

investigations on corresponding plasma physical and technical

problems are needed.

5•3. Toroidal Experiments with Modified Devices

After finishing the experiments wiirh EXTRAP I,

investigations with modified coil and chamber geometries may

may become important. Such geometries require a more detailed

theoretical analysis.

In addition, the space available for the plasma ?.nd its

partially ionized boundary layer in EXTRAP I is almost at the

smallest possible size. Consequently, an "EXTRAP II" device with

larger plasma cross section but not necessarily larger major

radius should be of interest, an soon as the first toroidal

experiments can be surveyed and higher plasma temperatures have

to be reached. In particular, larger dimensions and stronger

magnetic fields are not only expected to increase the energy

containment times, but should also facilitate the diagnosticai

work. In such a device additional heating methods such as by

high-frequency may also beca'tip necessary.
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6. Conclusions

If the predictions made in this paper are correct, the

EXTRAP concept may provide a new line of research on hot plasma

confinement, with some important advantages over more conventional

approaches. Pare of these advantages have been summarized in

Table 1, for comparison with present tokamak projects. However,

before a final judgement can be made on the relevance and

potentialities of the EXTRAP concept, extensive experimental

work and further theoretical investigations are highly needed.
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Table 1. Comparison between some properties of present tokimaks and
corresponding expected properties of EXTRAP devices.

Problems

1.Equilibrium

1.1.Particle orbits

1.2.Beta value problems

1.2.1. Maximum average
beta

1.2.2.Magnetic surface
splitting limit

1.2.3.Cyclotron
radiation

1.3.Bootstrap, operation

2.MHD Stability

2.1.Formation of islands
and asymmetries

2.2.Flute-tyj>e modes

2.3.Long-wave kinks

2.3.1.Kruskal-Shafranov
limit

2.3.2.Stabilization
effects

3.Reactor Technology

3.1. Beta;dep.endent
jjrogerties

3.1.1.Power density

3.1.2.Superconductors

3.1.3.Coil stresses

3.2,BsBäiCäQd.
csBlaceosQt

Tokamak
(present properties)

Open guiding centre
orbits;leakage and
charge separation
partly compensated
by rotational
transform.

Limited to some
percent.

Reached at rather
low beta values.

Considerable; due
to strong toroidal
field.

So far difficult.

Sensitive to
formation.

Long magnetic
connection lengths;
weak magnetic
gradients.

Exists at q=l.

Weak effect from
vacuum field
inhotnogeneity.

At lower limit from
economical poin'': of
view.

Necessary for
operation.

Large.

Difficult with
toroidal-fi eld
coils.

Extrap
(expected properties)

Closed local and
average guiding ;
centre orbits.

Of order unity. '

In principle no \
limitation.

Moderately large.

May become possible.

Not sensitive to
formation.

Short magnetic
connection lengths;
strong magnetic
gradients.

Non-existent;even
q=0 should become
possible.

Strong effect from
vacuum field
inhomogeneity.

t

;

Sufficiently high
from economical i
point of view. !

Extend available
ranges, but not
necessary.

Moderate.

Relatively simple
with poloidal-fi eld
coils. ]

J



Figure Captions

Fig.l. Crude outline of EXTRAP system with qualitative

picture of magnetic field pattern in the particular

case where a magnetic separatrix with one zero point

defines the plasma boundary. Other coil geometries

than those shown by the figure may also fulfill the

purpose of the present concept such as those where

the relative coil spacings and ratios between the coil

radii are modified, and where there is another number

of coils.

Fig.2. Preliminary experiment j_26j in absence of vacuum field,

i.e. external conductor current • ' ̂  + = "* ^PP e r half of figure

shows plasma current J and its derivative d<J /dt(arbitrary
P p

scale) as functions of tiir.e t. Lower half of figure

demonstrates streak photograph of emitted light, with radial

direction r of device pointing downwards;. Inner and outer

limits of aperture are at the positions r=2P.2 and 53.8 err;.

Placma is pushed racially outwards by loop force.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig.?-, but with total conductor current

J „ =83 kA. Positive v^lu^s of pl^Da curre^r j -rorresposv:
mt'Ot r \> ' '

to antiparallol direction with respec* to the external conductor

currents. Loop force is counteracted by force between .'^ and

vacuum field, and plasma is displaced radially -•;

Fig.4. Same as figs. 2 and 3, b::t with J ^ =3SU kA. The plasma

body is at stable equilibrium during period near maximum

current J . Speci-nl observations have shown that a ring-snapec3

plasma colunn of ? cm diameter, being separated from vesnel

Walls, is kept in equilibrium with its centre at r~21 cm [26j .

Fig.5. Fluctuation level d<J /dt (relative scale) at maximum

positive current J and data corresponding to Figs. 2~h.
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A review is given of a recently suggested axially symmetric

quasi-steady, closed, high-beta confinement system. A toroidal

pinch of non-circular cross section is supposed to be immersed

in the strong, inhomogeneous poloidal vacuum field from a set

of ring-shaped conductors, all carrying currents in the opposite

direction of the plasma current. Preliminary experiments are

reported.

This "EXTRAP" concept is expected to have some important

advantages, as compared to magnetic bottles based on a main

toroidal field component. Concerning plasma equilibrium, there are

closed local and average guiding centre orbits,beta values of

order unity should become available, there is no magnetic surface

splitting limit, cyclotron radiation should be kept at an acceptably

low level, and bootstrap operation may become possible. Concerning

plasma stability, the system should not become sensitive to

magnetic island formation and asymmetries, and the short magnetic

connection lengths as well as the strong vacuum field gradients

should favour stabilization of flute-type, kink, and other

magnetohydrodynamic modes. Concerning reactor technology, high

power densities are expected to be reached, superconducting coils

should not become necessary, the coil stresses are moderate, and

repair and replacement are facilitated by tne coil geometry.

Before a final judgement can be made on this concept, however,

extensive experiments and further theoretical analysis rare needed.

Key words Closed magnetic bottles, poloidal magnetic field,

new concepts.


